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ABSTRACT

Introduction Throughout the last half century, blast injuries have been a common occurrence to UK military personnel during combat operations. This study investigates casualty data from three different military operations to determine whether survivability from blast injuries has improved over time and whether the tactics used could have influenced the injuries sustained.

Methods Casualty data from operations in Northern Ireland, Iraq and Afghanistan were reviewed and found to contain a total of 2629 casualties injured by improvised explosive devices. The injury severities were examined and the suitability of comparison between conflicts was considered.

Results The case fatality rate and mean severity score sustained remained consistent among the operations included in this study. Using the New Injury Severity Score, the probabilities of survival were calculated for each separate operation. The body regions injured were identified for both fatalities and survivors. Using this information, comparisons of injury severities sustained at an Abbreviated Injury Scale of 3 and above (identified as a threshold for fatal injury) were conducted between the different operations.

Conclusions The data showed that as operations changed over time, survivability improved and the proportions of body regions injured also changed; however, this study also highlights how studying casualty data from different conflicts without taking account for the contextual differences may lead to misleading conclusions.

INTRODUCTION

Explosive devices have been one of the most common threats faced by UK military personnel in combat operations over the last half century causing a range of blast injuries (primary blast, fragmentation, displacement, impact and burn injuries). While many researchers examine one part of this production, displacement, impact and burn injuries). While many researchers examine one part of this spectrum of injuries (sometimes in isolation), we believe it is useful to use the improvised blast device as a common comparative threat to understand the commonality and differences between different military operations. The results should be used as a guide to consider whether the casualty data used in future studies may be comparable, especially when using casualty data across different conflicts.

The improvised explosive device (IED) has been the weapon of choice during asymmetric warfare, as opposed to those weapons employed by conventional military forces. During recent conflicts involving operations by the UK military in Northern Ireland (Operation BANNER), Iraq (Operation TELIC) and Afghanistan (Operation HERRICK), the use of IEDs became synonymous with the terrorist or insurgent activity being undertaken against the law enforcement authorities (including the military). The injurious impact of these devices is well documented in various reports.1 2

During these three recent operations 34%, 38% and 55% of reported casualties were injured in Operations BANNER, TELIC and HERRICK, respectively, by IEDs of one form or another. Detailed casualty data are also available for these operations, which facilitates comparison of the injury patterns and outcomes. This study has therefore used IEDs as the injury-causing threat for a comparison of casualties across multiple military operations.

The data available for this study cover the period of 1969–2013, which includes a period of significant medical care advances (including prehospital care availability and capability)3 4 and personal protective equipment (PPE) advances5–7: the medical care advances may influence the outcome from a given injury, but the PPE influences the pattern of injuries sustained.8

The data come from the Hostile Action Casualty Survey (HACS) and the UK Joint Theatre Trauma Registry: two casualty databases that have been developed to allow for the examination of the injury patterns against different threats and different protective measures as well as for the audit of care.9 10

The injuries sustained from an IED can be influenced by many factors (including size, composition, design and detonation method) and protective measures (PPE, whether mounted on board a vehicle), dismounted (on foot) or using

Key messages

- Casualty populations caused by improvised explosive devices (IED) in three recent large-scale military operations have had fairly constant overall injury severities and case fatality rates.
- The survival rates of UK military personnel injured by IEDs have improved with time.
- Body regions injured by IEDs during different conflicts may not be comparable: this may be due to the device natures and the mitigation strategies.
- Users of casualty data from different conflicts must account for any differences in the threat, the way it is used or mitigating equipment/tactics.
METHOD

The HACS\(^9\) captured UK military personnel predominately injured by hostile means during Operation BANNER for the period from 1969 to 1997. This system was developed to inform the medical provision in support of military operations during ‘The Troubles’ in Northern Ireland. Details of both the mechanism of injury and its anatomic classification were recorded.

Since 2003, UK military combat casualties have been recorded within the UK military Joint Theatre Trauma Registry (UK-JTTR),\(^10\) the Operational Emergency Department Attendance Register,\(^11\) field hospital admissions and notification of casualty system.

Within the Operations TELIC and HERRICK data sets, the injuries recorded in the UK-JTTR were coded by trauma nurse coordinators using the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS).\(^12\) Where sufficient data allowed in the other data sources data were retrospectively coded by a qualified AIS coder. AIS uses a 6-point severity scale from 1—minor to 6—maximal. Using the injury data coded in AIS, the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Severity (MAIS)\(^12\) and the New Injury Severity Score (NISS)\(^14\) were calculated.\(^1\) The MAIS is the most severe injury that a casualty sustains overall. The NISS uses the AIS severity score from the three most severe injuries that a casualty has sustained to calculate an overall injury severity. NISS is scored from 1, which signifies a minor injury, up to 75, which represents an injury severity that would be expected to be incompatible with survival. NISS has been seen to be a more accurate predictor of mortality when compared with other, purely anatomical, injury scoring methods using AIS in various circumstances,\(^15\)\(–\)\(^17\) although we appreciate there is some debate about its applicability to different types of trauma,\(^18\)\(^19\) and it is seen as inferior to methods that use physiological data (which are not available for these cohorts of patients).\(^16\)\(^20\) We believe that for the purposes of this study the MAIS and NISS provide the most suitable measures for the comparisons of single-worst injury and multiply injured patients and are suitable for the purposes of this report.

Comparative analysis

The terminology used in casualty data reporting has changed over the data period investigated in this study. The terminology used to describe the threat type was the main area of ambiguity. In the Operation BANNER data the term ‘bomb’ or ‘mine’ (for a culvert emplaced device) was used to define devices that were improvised, that is, not conventional military ordnance. The term IED was used in more recent operational reporting and is a better description of the threat type. Therefore, we standardised the terminology across the data sets to ensure consistency.

In line with this study, the casualties reported as injured by an IED were identified within each data set; however, due to the hostile nature of the operational environment, it was not possible to fully investigate every incident. Therefore, there may be some ambiguity associated with the identification between some mines and IEDs (improvised devices were typically the home-made devices and mines were military ordnance): this study therefore regards any explosive device emplaced by insurgents or terrorists as an IED.

Casualties were only included in this study if they had AIS-coded injuries that were adequately documented. The casualties from each operation were compared using MAIS and NISS to identify whether or not survival had improved over time.

In addition to considering the overall survivability, it was possible to consider whether the body regions injured during each operation had the potential to identify how the deployment of IEDs differed between the combat operations. Therefore, the body regions injured in each operation were identified, but only compared for people who sustained an injury of a severity where fatalities had occurred—this was to eliminate any confounding or skewing factors due to the possibility of high numbers of relatively minor injured personnel, but would account for any change in device severities between conflicts.

RESULTS

Summary

In the Operation BANNER HACS data set, 755 casualties were identified as injured by an IED. The case fatality ratio (CFR)\(^1\) was 0.18 (Table 1). The casualty cohort was 99% male, with a median age of 26 years (range 16–46).

The Operation TELIC data set reported 283 casualties who met the requirements for this study, which had a CFR of 0.18 (Table 1). The casualty cohort was 98% male with a median age of 25 years (range 18–42). Documented within the Operation HERRICK casualty data set were 1591 casualties injured by an IED with a CFR of 0.15 (Table 1). The casualty cohort was 99% male with a median age of 23 years (range 18–53). The proportion of casualties who died from their injuries during Operation BANNER to Operation HERRICK has therefore shown a slight decrease from 18% in Operation BANNER and Operation TELIC to 15% in Operation HERRICK. The mean number of injuries has remained high, but given that this is reliant on consistent scoring, this is a poor indicator of injury level; however, the mean NISS of both the survivors and fatalities has increased through the conflicts. This is an indicator of improved survival, but can only really be considered when operational tempo and casualty treatment constraint are considered.

Analysis of worst single injury

The worst single injury for a casualty is the MAIS, which is the highest AIS severity that a casualty has sustained. The complete proportions of survivors and fatalities by MAIS are shown in

\(^{\text{iThe case fatality ratio is the proportion of casualties who died out of the total number of casualties who met the criteria (in this case the criterion for inclusion in this part of the study was sufficient detail in the injury data for comprehensively scored casualty records).}}\)
Table 2. This provides an overview of the maximum injury severities and survival rates for casualties by their single worst injury. This does not account for any cumulative effects of multiple injuries or treatment times and is a simplistic measure of severity.

During Operation BANNER, more than 1 in 10 casualties with a MAIS 3 died from their injuries, this decreased to 1 in 100 for Operation HERRICK: a reduction in fatalities at MAIS 3 of 92% (Table 2), that is, 92% of those who died during Operation BANNER with a MAIS of 3 would be expected to survive during Operation HERRICK, assuming all other aspects being equal (eg, there were no additional aspects during Operation BANNER that would have affected the availability of similar quality treatment). Similarly, the reduction in fatalities at MAIS 4 and 5 between Operations BANNER and HERRICK would be 46% and 11%, respectively. Survivability at MAIS 6 has remained unchanged during this time, as expected for the unsurvivable nature of MAIS 6 coded injuries.

New Injury Severity Score

The mean NISS, as a measure of total trauma severity, sustained by casualties (Table 1) has remained consistent among the different operations, increasing by a maximum of 4 between Ops BANNER and HERRICK. Calculation of the probability of survival curve was undertaken using a bias-reduced generalised linear model: this was selected as it is reported as reducing the problem of separation within data, leading to a more accurate result when compared with other generalised linear model analysis methods. The probability of survivability curves is provided in Figure 1, indicating that survivability has improved between each of the combat operations. A 50% chance of survival (as shown) was associated with a NISS of 29 for Operation BANNER, which rose to an NISS of 43 for Operation HERRICK. At the 95% confidence level there is a statistically significant improvement in survival between Operation BANNER and Operation HERRICK.

Injury location

The percentage of casualties sustaining an injury to each body region for the three different operations was also determined (Table 3). This was to examine whether the body regions in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>UK military Ops BANNER, TELIC and HERRICK MAIS by outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Op BANNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIS 1</td>
<td>0 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIS 2</td>
<td>0 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIS 3</td>
<td>13 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIS 4</td>
<td>70 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIS 5</td>
<td>93 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIS 6</td>
<td>100 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAIS, Maximum Abbreviated Injury Severity.
different conflicts were different and how the types of device may have affected injury profiles.

To account that some devices (or tactics) may cause many minor casualties that could skew the analysis, an analysis was conducted for those casualties that may have sustained a serious injury that could be fatal: AIS 3 and higher injuries were this threshold for fatal injury (Table 2). Casualties with an injury at AIS≥3 were identified by body region in the casualty cohort and the distribution of these injuries is provided in Table 4.

The application in this type of analysis can be seen by comparing the proportions of injuries from various body regions and how the proportions change with those with injuries when filtered (eg, the high percentage of arm injuries in the whole data reduces when filtered to people who have suffered and AIS 3 or higher injury). This should not be taken as hiding the severity or impact of these injuries to the individuals involved or that something could be done about these injuries.

Of significance in this analysis, the casualty data have identified that different patterns of injury have occurred during the various operations considered here (eg, the proportion of extremity and abdominal injuries was greater during Operation TELIC than the other operations, the proportion of head injuries was greater during Operation BANNER and the proportion of neck and spinal injuries in fatalities was greatest during Operation TELIC—see Table 4). These patterns may not be as apparent in the data of all casualties (Table 3).

**DISCUSSION**

This study has focused on conducting a high-level analysis of UK military casualties injured by blast, and specifically IEDs, during three combat operations. Survivability and injury patterns have been used to investigate how improvements in survivability and injury patterns have changed when facing an IED threat. This is only a snapshot of the wealth of information that can be gleaned from cross-conflict data sets of casualties injured by the same mechanism.

The process of collecting and collating combat casualty data has changed considerably over the time period of this study, and is now seen as key evidence on the medical provision in the Defence Medical Services, as well as driving forward force protection improvements. Casualty data from Operation BANNER were collated more than 40 years after the campaign started. As a result of undertaking substantial verification and validation across all available data sources, the Operation BANNER data set is now thought to be comparable to the other operations in many respects; although some of the detail is missing for fatalities that may result in an underestimate of the CFR and an overestimate of survival probability for Operation BANNER.

At a high level it may appear that survivability has not improved (Table 1) between each operation since the CFRs are comparable; however, this metric does not take into account the severity, number, location or type of injury sustained. The proportion of casualties sustaining each MAIS by outcome (Table 2) has indicated how improvements in survivability have changed. Injuries with a maximum severity of AIS 1 or AIS 2 were individually survivable by casualties captured in the casualty data sets from each operation. The increase in survivability was particularly notable for casualties who sustained a maximum severity injury of AIS 3 or AIS 4, where survivability from Operation BANNER to Operation HERRICK has improved by 92% and 46%, respectively. This compares to an 11% improvement for casualties with a MAIS 5. The improvement in survival is likely to be associated with advances in medical care such as wound management, pharmacological advances and the sophistication and availability of prehospital care, to mention a few. These aspects will all have had an influence on casualty outcome over the time period of this study. Using the data available, the individual effect of these advances cannot be fully identified or quantified and it is appreciated that the use of AIS is not a perfect tool because it cannot account in detail for the physiological condition of the casualty, nor the constraints on the medical care provision (timeliness or quality).

The types of IEDs, including the explosive component (mixture, size and the resulting fragmentation) used during each operation, were different. The nature of the devices, the nature of the tactics (patrol methods, patrol formats, and so on) and the types of mitigation are key to understanding the underlying issues: this highlights one of the difficulties with this type of comparative study and, as a result, extreme caution is recommended when comparing the data from different casualty-causing operations unless the underlying threat is understood.

The lower extremities were one such body region where differences were found for all injuries and injuries at a minimum of AIS 3. These can be attributed to two of the potential factors mentioned above, first was the mechanism

---

**Table 3** UK military Ops BANNER, TELIC and HERRICK IED body regions injured (as a proportion of total number in group)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Op BANNER</th>
<th>Op TELIC</th>
<th>Op HERRICK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fatality (%)</td>
<td>Survivor</td>
<td>Fatality (%)</td>
<td>Survivor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdomen</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spine</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper extremity</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower extremity</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other trauma</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AIS, Abbreviated Injury Scale; IED, improvised explosive device.

---

**Table 4** UK military Ops BANNER, TELIC and HERRICK IED body regions injured at AIS 3, 4, 5 or 6 (as a proportion of total number in group)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Op BANNER</th>
<th>Op TELIC</th>
<th>Op HERRICK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fatality (%)</td>
<td>Survivor</td>
<td>Fatality (%)</td>
<td>Survivor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdomen</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spine</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper extremity</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower extremity</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other trauma</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AIS, Abbreviated Injury Scale; IED, improvised explosive device.
of detonation of explosive devices: the method in which IEDs were deployed against dismounted personnel resulted in a high frequency of lower extremity injury, as the closest body part to the device it would be expected that this body region would sustain an injury. This could also be a contributing factor in the increase in abdominal injuries during Operation HERRICK despite the protection offered by thoracoabdominal body armour; however, further detailed analysis of the location within the abdomen is needed to identify the structures injured. The second factor was the proportion of casualties who were in a vehicle when injured. The higher proportion of face and neck injuries during Operation TELIC is likely influenced by the higher proportion of casualties injured while in a vehicle, with the additional protection it affords to the torso and legs. Mounted casualties in TELIC numbered 78%, compared with 22% on Operation BANNER and 47% of Operation HERRICK. The IED type and mode of employment on Operation TELIC differed from those on Ops BANNER and HERRICK, as it was more of a focused, side-attack, anti-vehicle device rather than an antipersonnel device (Operations BANNER and HERRICK).

PPE is another factor which may have influenced the location of injuries sustained by combat personnel. The body armour worn during Ops TELIC and HERRICK was, in the main from 2006, the Osprey combat body armour (CBA) system.3 During Operation BANNER, CBA or enhanced CBA would have been the versions available. Further PPE developed at a rapid pace during Operation HERRICK in response to the threat and emerging injury trends; the introduction of protection systems, such as pelvic protection4 and the neck collar,5 may have also influenced the patterns of injury observed.

The body regions injured have identified how the different operations have different injury patterns and have a tactical element. This historical perspective has highlighted how injuries from the same ‘mechanism’ can differ depending on the factors of the combat operation. Therefore, focusing on a casualty cohort from a single operation may not be useful for future operational planning. Similarly, casualty data from different conflicts may not be appropriate to aggregate into a single population on the assumption that they are comparable without checking the operational context.

CONCLUSIONS

Combat casualty data from combat operations in Northern Ireland, Iraq and Afghanistan have been investigated to explore patterns in survivability and injury locations. Survivability has been found to have improved between combat operations in Northern Ireland starting in 1969 through to Afghanistan in 2013, assuming there were no operational constraints that affected the access of similar levels of medical care. An increase in survivability would be expected due to advances in medical care; however, this study has identified the extent of this improvement. Differences among the body regions injured have highlighted how the use of IEDs has changed over time and how tactics of device employment and defensive tactics may affect the injury profile.

This study highlights how having too strong a focus on injuries sustained in one operation, in isolation, has risks: any future operations where IEDs are a concern could reflect an injury pattern that is different from what has been seen in the recent operations. Similarly, the work highlights that data cannot simply be combined from different conflicts to end up with a single data set of apparently similarly injured personnel without factoring in the operational context. This work also highlights the need to be able to understand the threat, understand how tactics change the injurious effects and be able to react to these changes through the medical response and protective measures.
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